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Abstract
A Fibonacci string of order n is a binary string of length n with no two consecutive ones.
The Fibonacci cube n is the subgraph of the hypercube Qn induced by the set of Fibonacci
strings of order n. For positive integers i; n, with n¿ i, the ith extended Fibonacci cube is the
vertex induced subgraph of Qn for which V (in) = V
i
n is de2ned recursively by
V in+2 = 0V
i
n+1 + 10V
i
n;
with initial conditions V ii = Bi, V
i
i+1 = Bi+1, where Bk denotes the set of binary strings of length
k. A proper edge colouring of a simple graph G is called strong if it is vertex distinguishing.
The observability of G, denoted by obs(G), is the minimum number of colours required for a
strong edge colouring of G. In this study we prove that obs(in) = n+ 1 when i= 1 and 2, and
obtain bounds on obs(in) for i¿ 3 which are sharp in some cases. We also obtain bounds on
the value of obs(G × Qn), n¿ 2, for a graph G containing at most one isolated vertex and no
isolated edge.
c© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a simple graph containing no isolated edge and at most one isolated vertex
and let 
 be a k-edge colouring of G. The colour set assigned by 
 to a vertex
v∈V (G) is the set of colours on the edges incident with v. If 
 is proper and assigns
distinct colour sets to distinct vertices, then 
 is called strong. The observability of G,
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Fig. 1.
denoted by obs(G), is the minimum number of colours required for a strong edge
colouring of G. An obs-colouring of G is a strong edge colouring using the minimum
number of colours. The parameter obs(G) was introduced by GCernHy et al. [3], and
independently by Burris and Schelp [2] who denote it by ′s(G). In this study, we
consider the observability of a family of subgraphs of the hypercube (or n-cube) Qn.
A Fibonacci string of order n is a binary string of length n with no two consecutive
ones. The Fibonacci cube n, proposed by Hsu [9], is the subgraph of Qn induced
by the set of Fibonacci strings of order n. We use the following notation. Let t; w be
two binary strings. Denote by tw the string obtained by concatenating t and w. More
generally, if S is any set of binary strings, then tSw= {tsw: s∈ S}. Let Bn denote the
set of binary strings of length n and let Vn be the subset of Bn containing all strings
with no two consecutive ones, so that V (Qn) = Bn and V (n) = Vn. For n¿ 0, the set
Vn satis2es the recursive relation
Vn+2 = 0Vn+1 + 10Vn; (1)
with initial conditions V0 = {∅}, V1 = {0; 1}. The Fibonacci cubes n, n= 0; 1; 2; 3 are
illustrated in Fig. 1. Their structural properties have been studied in [1,5,10,11], and
their applications in [12].
The extended Fibonacci cubes, introduced by Wu [13], are constructed by the same
recursive relation as the Fibonacci cube, but with diKerent initial conditions. For posi-
tive integers i; n, with n¿ i, the ith extended Fibonacci cube of order n, denoted by
in, is a vertex induced subgraph of Qn, where V (
i
n) = V
i
n is de2ned recursively by
the relation
V in+2 = 0V
i
n+1 + 10V
i
n; (2)
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with initial conditions V ii = Bi, V
i
i+1 = Bi+1. Thus 
i
i =Qi, 
i
i+1 =Qi+1 and in general,
when n¿ i + 2, the vertices of in are (0,1)-strings in which the last i positions are
vertices of Qi and the 2rst n− i positions are vertices of n−i. The extended Fibonacci
cubes 1n, for n= 1; 2; 3; 4, are illustrated in Fig. 1. For other de2nitions and notation,
the reader is referred to [4].
In this study, we prove that for n¿ i + 2, obs(in) = n + 1 when i = 1; 2, and in
general, n+ 16 obs(in)6 n+ i=2. In the cases where i= 3 and 4, there are values
of n for which this upper bound is sharp. In the 2nal section, we obtain bounds on
the value of obs(G×Qn), n¿ 2, for a graph G containing at most one isolated vertex
and no isolated edge.
It is shown in [6] that obs(n)= n for n¿ 4. The value of obs(G) for some special
classes of graphs has been determined in [3,7]. The asymptotic behaviour of obs(Qn)
is established in [8]. Bounds on the value of obs(G) in general are obtained in [2].
2. Bounds on obs(in)
We 2rst establish a decomposition of in which gives an alternative and useful
iterative method of constructing the sequence of extended Fibonacci cubes.
Theorem 2.1. Let i; n be positive integers with n¿ i. Then
in = 
i−1
n−1 × K2;
where 0n = n.
Proof. We show that for all n¿ i¿ 1, we have
V in = V
i−1
n−10 + V
i−1
n−11:
The case when n= i=1 is trivial, so we assume n¿ 2 and proceed by induction. The
result clearly holds when n= i and i+1, since V kk =Bk and V
k
k+1 =Bk+1 for all k¿ 1,
by de2nition. From the induction hypothesis and (2), we have
V in = 0V
i
n−1 + 10V
i
n−2
= 0{V i−1n−20 + V i−1n−21}+ 10{V i−1n−30 + V i−1n−31}
= {0V i−1n−2 + 10V i−1n−3}0 + {0V i−1n−2 + 10V i−1n−3}1
= V i−1n−10 + V
i−1
n−11
and the result follows.
The construction of 1n from n−1 by this method, for n= 1; 2; 3; 4, is illustrated in
Fig. 1.
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Corollary 2.2. Let i; j; n be integers such that 16 j6 i6 n. Then
in = 
i−j
n−j × Qj:
Noting that for n¿ 2, the Fibonacci cube n contains a single vertex of maximum
degree (n) = n, while 1 contains two vertices of degree (1) = 1, we deduce the
following result from Corollary 2.2.
Lemma 2.3. For all integers i; n with 16 i6 n, in contains at least 2
i¿ 2 vertices
of maximum degree (in) = n; and when n¿ i + 2, 
i
n contains exactly 2
i vertices
of degree (in).
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that for all positive integers i, obs(in)¿ n+1. We shall
prove that obs(in) = n + 1 in the cases when i = 1; 2 and obs(
i
n) = n + 1 or n + 2
when i = 3; 4.
Theorem 2.4. For n¿ 3, obs(1n) = n+ 1.
Proof. It remains to show that when n¿ 3, n + 1 colours suMce for a strong edge
colouring of 1n. An example of a strong (n+1)-edge colouring of 
1
n, for n=3; 4; 5; 6,
is shown in Figs. 7 and 8 in the appendix. We shall therefore suppose that n¿ 7 and
proceed by induction.
By iterating the decomposition
V 1n = 0V
1
n−1 + 10V
1
n−2
a suitable number of times, we obtain
V 1n = 0000V
1
n−4 + 00010V
1
n−5 + 0010V
1
n−4 + 0100V
1
n−4 + 01010V
1
n−5
+ 1000V 1n−4 + 10010V
1
n−5 + 1010V
1
n−4:
Denote by A; B; C; D; E the subgraphs in this decomposition isomorphic to 1n−4
with vertex sets XV 1n−4, where X is 0010; 1010; 0100; 0000; 1000, respectively. Denote
by F;G;H the subgraphs isomorphic to 1n−5 with vertex sets YV
1
n−5, where Y is
01010; 00010; 10010, respectively. Thus 1n can be decomposed as in the graph 4
shown in Fig. 2, where each edge represents the set of edges joining corresponding
vertices of the two subgraphs. Further, we can decompose each of the graphs C;D; E
into two subgraphs, one isomorphic to 1n−5 and the other to 
1
n−6; we denote these
respectively by C1, C2, D1, D2 and E1, E2. Consider Fig. 3 in which a strong edge
colouring using the four colours a; b; c; d has been assigned to 4.
The vertices of A; B; C1; C2; D1; D2; E1; E2; F; G; H are respectively assigned colour
sets {a; c}; {c; d}; {b; d}; {d}; {a; b; c; d}; {a; b; d}; {b; c; d}; {b; d}, {a; b}; {a; b; c}; {b; c}.
These sets are distinct, except for the pair related to C1 and E2. However, by the in-
duction hypothesis, we can assign strong edge colourings to the subgraphs 1n−4 and
1n−5 using at most n − 3 colours, where the n − 4 colours used to colour 1n−5 is a
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Fig. 2. Fig. 3.
Fig. 4. Fig. 5.
subset of the colours used for 1n−4. In this colouring, the edge joining Xv to Xw in
1n−4 (respectively, the edge joining Yv to Yw in 
1
n−5) receives the colour given to
the edge vw in a strong edge colouring of 1n−4 (respectively, 
1
n−5). This colouring
of 1n−4 distinguishes the vertices of C1 and E2, because C1 is isomorphic to E1 and
{E1; E2} is a decomposition of E into disjoint subgraphs.
Thus we obtain a strong edge colouring of 1n with n− 3 + 4 = n+ 1 colours.
Theorem 2.5. Let G be a graph containing at most one isolated vertex and no isolated
edge. Then obs(G × Q2)6 obs(G) + 3.
Proof. Suppose that vw is an edge of G; then in G × Q2, v and w are each replaced
by a copy of Q2 with vertices vi; wi, 16 i6 4, respectively, where vi is adjacent to
wi. Thus vw is replaced by a subgraph Gvw, isomorphic to Q3, as shown in Fig. 4.
Let 
 denote a strong edge colouring of G and " be the strong edge colouring of Q2
shown in Fig. 5, using colour set {a; b; c; d}.
Assuming that 
 and " use distinct colour sets, we can obtain a strong edge colouring
#, say, of G×Q2 by assigning the colouring " to each induced subgraph 〈v1; v2; v3; v4〉
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corresponding to a vertex v of G and assigning to each edge viwi, 16 i6 4, the colour
assigned by 
 to the corresponding edge vw of G. Thus # requires at most obs(G)+ 4
colours.
Now suppose that t is a distinguished colour used in 
, and let vw be an edge of
G assigned the colour t by 
. In the colouring # of G × Q2, delete the colour t from
each edge viwi, 16 i6 4, and replace it by the colour b on v1w1, c on v2w2, d on
v3w3 and a on v4w4. Let X be the colour set assigned to v by 
; then in the new
colouring of G × Q2, the vertices vi, i = 1; 2; 3; 4 are assigned respectively the colour
sets (X \ t)∪{a; b; d}, (X \ t)∪{a; b; c}, (X \ t)∪{b; c; d} and (X \ t)∪{a; c; d}, which
are clearly distinct. Similar considerations hold for the vertices wi, i = 1; 2; 3; 4. Using
this procedure for all edges coloured t by 
, we eliminate the colour t and thus obtain
a strong edge colouring of G × Q2 using at most obs(G) + 3 colours.
Corollary 2.6. For n¿ 4, obs(2n) = n+ 1.
Proof. In view of the remark before Theorem 2.4, we need only show that n + 1
colours suMce for a strong edge colouring of 2n, when n¿ 4.
From Corollary 2.2, we have 2n = n−2 × Q2, and hence by Theorem 2.5, obs(2n)
6 obs(n−2) + 3. By a result of DedOo et al. [6], obs(n) = n when n¿ 4, and it is
easily seen that obs(n) = n also when n = 2. This establishes the required result for
all n¿ 4 with the exception of the case n = 5. In the appendix, we exhibit in Fig. 9
an example of a strong 6-edge colouring of 25.
Note that this result does not hold when n¡ 4. Recollect that ii =Qi, 
i
i+1 =Qi+1.
It is easily seen that obs(Q2) = 4 and it is proved in [7] that obs(Qn) = n + 3 for
n= 3; 4; 5.
Theorem 2.7. Let k be the least positive integer such that ( kn )¿ 2
i. Then for i¿ 1
and n¿ i + 2,
k6 obs(in)6 n+ i=2:
Proof. The lower bound follows from Lemma 2.3 and cases i = 1; 2 are covered by
Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.6. It therefore remains to establish the upper bound
in the cases when i¿ 3. Consider 2rst when i = 2r, r¿ 2. Then Corollary 2.2 gives
in=
2
n−i+2×Qi−2=(2n−i+2×Qi−4)×Q2 and hence obs(in)6 obs(2n−i+2×Qi−4)+3,
by Theorem 2.5. Iterating, we obtain
obs(in)6 obs(
2
n−i+2) + 3(r − 1) = n+ r;
by Corollary 2.6.
A similar analysis in the case when i = 2r + 1, r¿ 1, using Theorem 2.4 gives
obs(in)6 obs(
1
n−i+1) + 3r = n+ r + 1:
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 2.8. obs(3n) = n+ 2 when n= 5; 6, and obs(
3
n)6 n+ 2 when n¿ 7.
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Corollary 2.9. obs(4n)=n+2 when 66 n6 14, and obs(
4
n)6 n+2 when n¿ 15.
Thus there are values of n for which the upper bound given in Theorem 2.7 is sharp,
both when i=3 and 4. In the cases when i=3 and n¿ 7, and when i=4 and n¿ 15
however, it is possible that obs(in) = n + 1, but we have not been able to prove or
disprove this.
In [2], Burris and Schelp conjecture that for any graph G containing no isolated
edge and at most one isolated vertex, obs(G)∈{j; j + 1}, where j is the minimum
integer such that ( jk ) is at least the number of vertices of degree k, for 16 k6.
Our results for obs(in) when 16 i6 4 lend support to this conjecture.
3. Bounds on obs(G × Qn)
In this section, we obtain a generalisation of Theorem 2.7. Throughout, let G be
a graph containing at most one isolated vertex and no isolated edge. Suppose n¿ 4.
Then Theorem 2.5 gives
obs(G × Qn)6 obs(G × Qn−2) + 3: (3)
The following lemma gives a basis for induction in the case when n is odd.
Lemma 3.1. obs(G × Q3)6 obs(G) + 5.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 2.5. Let 
 be a strong
edge-colouring of G and let " be the obs-colouring of Q3 shown in Fig. 6. Replacing
each vertex of G by a copy of Q3, we obtain a strong edge colouring # of G × Q3
using obs(G) + 6 colours.
As in the proof of Theorem 2.5, one colour used in 
 can be eliminated. Let t be a
distinguished colour assigned by 
 to an edge vw of G. In the colouring # of G×Q3,
delete the colour t from each edge viwi, 16 i6 8, and replace it by the colour b
on v1w1 and v6w6, c on v2w2 and v7w7, d on v3w3 and v8w8, a on v4w4 and v5w5.
Repeating this procedure for each edge assigned the colour t by 
, it is easily checked
that we obtain a strong edge colouring of G×Q3 using at most obs(G)+5 colours.
Fig. 6.
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Theorem 3.2. Let n¿ 2 be an integer and let G be a graph containing at most
one isolated vertex and no isolated edge. Let v denote the number of vertices
of maximum degree  in G and let k be the least integer such that ( kn+)¿ 2
nv.
Then
k6 obs(G × Qn)6 obs(G) + 3n=2:
Proof. The lower limit is the least number of colours required to distinguish the set
of vertices of maximum degree in G × Qn.
To obtain the upper limit, suppose 2rst that n=2r, where r¿ 2. Then the inequality
(3) and Theorem 2.5 give obs(G × Qn)6 obs(G) + 3r.
Now suppose n=2r+1, where r¿ 2. Inequality (3) and Lemma 3.1 give obs(G×
Qn)6 obs(G × Q3) + 3(r − 1)6 obs(G) + 3r + 2. This completes the proof of the
theorem.
Appendix.
An example of a strong (n + 1) edge colouring of 1n for n = 3; 4; 5; 6 is shown
in Figs. 7 and 8. An example of a strong 6-edge colouring of 25 is shown in
Fig. 9.
Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8. A strong 7-edge colouring of 16.
Fig. 9. A strong 6-edge colouring of 25.
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